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ABSTRACT 
An expression for the Koksma integral [Indag. Math. 13 (1951). 285-287; MR 13, 5391 is given. 
The result is applied to show that the constant l/3 in Koksma’s inequality [ibidem] can be replaced 
by l/4 and this constant is the best possible. Also the mean value of the integral is determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to present an improvement, stated as Corollary 
1, of Koksma’s inequality [2]. In Theorem 1 we state the main result of this 
note, which gives an explicit formula of the Koksma integral [2] and the note 
concludes with a computation of the mean value of the Koksma integral for the 
set of intervals [x, y) c [0, 11. An analogous result is established for the set of 
intervals [0, y)c [0, 11. The proofs use only elementary properties of fractions. 
We begin with definitions which we shall need later for the formulation of 
results. Our notations are standard and can be found in [l]. 
For a real number x, let [x] denote the integral part of x and let {x} =x- [x] 
be the fractional part of x. 
Let oN = (x,,)r= , be a given finite sequence of real numbers from the unit in- 
terval [0, l] and let the counting function A([O,x), oN) be defined as 
~O,X),Q)= #{n~N;x,~[O,x)), 
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and the remainder function RN(x) by 
RN(X) =A([4 x), ON) - Nx 
for all x~(O,l) and RN(0)=RN(l)=O. 
Suppose we are given a finite sequence ql, q2, . . . , qN of positive integers. 
Consider the sequence 
o,<a>=({q1a},{q2a>,...,(q,a}). 
Set 
&&,~,a) =A(]& Y), ON(~)) -NY-X). 
Koksma [2] introduced and studied the integral ji Ri(x, y, a)da. He proved in 
a very simple way that 
i R;(x,y,a)da 5; ,E, (q;9;)2 9 
0 mn 
where (qm,qn) denotes the greatest common divisor. This is the inequality 
mentioned in the title. For the Koksma integral jd R&(x, y, a)da we first give 
THEOREM 1 
jR&(x,y,a)da=m,!z, ‘g,,:)’ 
0 mn 
~~~~Y~~,.~-~~~,,.~~~~~~,,,~-~Y~,,,~~-~Y~~,.~+~~~~,.~ 
+max({yc,,.},(xc,,})-max({xc,,.},{xc,,,}) 
+min({yc,,.},(yc,,,})-min({xc,,.},{yc,,})), 
where 
qm 
C =- 
m,n Gh4n) ’ 
PROOF. The remainder function RN(x, y, a) can be expanded into 
R,&y,o)= E c n=, tKy) ({&a})-My-x). 
Here cky) denotes the characteristic function of the interval [x,y) that 
ctx, y,(t) = 
t 
1, for tc ]x,y), 
0, for other cases. 
Let a and b be positive integers. For every pair of real numbers x and y, 05 
~5~51, we have 
Thus, we find that 
i Ri(x,y,a)da= [(ni, cLX,y)({qnaI))2da-N2(y-x)2. 
0 
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Now we shall compute 
a-l k+l/a 
=c s c,x,v)({acu})cku)({6a})da. 
k=O k/o 
The integral jz;,‘,““ clrv)({aa})c[,,)({bcr))dcr is 
a=(l/a)P+k/a as 
expressed by the substitution 
Now assume that (a, 6) = 1. It is then evident that the set of fractional parts 
i” I a /3+ik , k=O,l,..., a-l 
is the same as 
{b/-3 +k , k=O,l,..., a-l. 
a 
Moreover 
=a(~-xl+ (ax-{bP))- {au- {WI). 
It is easy to see that 
and consequently, we obtain 
r: 
clzY)((~a))c~,,y)((ba))~a=(y-x)2+ k(r-x)(14 -{a-v>) 
1 
+-* j I&. S 1dP. 
a XSPSY XS~SY 
(&<tw) IaYl<(wl 
We shall distinguish two following cases: 
I. Consider first the case where s/b E (x, y] for some integer s, 0~s~ b. 
Then the number of intervals [s/b, (s + 1)/b] C (x, y] is equal to [by] - [bx] - 1 
and for all [s/b, (s+ 1)/b] c (x, y] we will have 
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Integrating over the intervals [x,([bx] +1)/b] and [[by]/b,y] we have 
and 
f . lbyl,~_p_y I@_ f . lbyl,d_8_y I@= min({ay}y @y));min({ax}9 {by1) , 
<< 
(4 <(W Irrul <%a; 
respectively. Collecting all these results, we obtain 
(1) 
i 
/ cku)({aa})c[,,)((ba))dcu 
= (Y -xl2 + -$ (({ad - {axl)({W - {W) - {au> + Ia.4 
+ max({ayl, {bxl) - max({axl, {bxl) 
+ min({w), {by)) - min(i4, {byIN. 
II. Now consider the interval (x, y] C [0, l] satisfying the condition [bx] = 
[by]. By using the same line as in the above proof, it can be shown that 
= (y_x)2 + WI - WHWYI - W) 
ab 
r 
{by) - {bxl 
ab ’ 
for {ax} < {bx} 
for (bx} I {ax} < {by} 
for {by} I (ax} 
{byI - (b-4 
ab ’ 
for {ay} c { bx} 
for {bx} I {ay} c (by} 
for {by} I { ay} . 
Since (bx} I {by}, the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) coincide. Hence we readily 
find that (1) is true for each of these two possible cases. This completes the 
proof of (1) for any [x, y)C [0, 11. To complete the proof of our theorem let us 
assume that (a, b) =c> 1. To the integral jd cIx,y)((acr})c~,,y)({ba})dCI we apply 
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the following formula of integration [3] 
which holds for all Riemann’s integrable functions f : [0, l] -+ ‘8. The theorem 
has thus been proved. 
Since 
i 
max ((y-x)(u-u)-yfx 
OSYY,U,LJSl 
(3) 
+ max( y, U) - max(x, 2.4) 
i 
+ min( y, v) - min(x, u)) = f 
we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. For any finite sequence q,, . . . , qN of N positive integers, we 
have 
i R;(x, y, a)dal f ; (qm~qn)2 
0 m.n=1 4m4n 
for every interval [x, y) C [0, 11. 
The constant l/4 is best possible, since we may have equality here, for 
instance when q, = -.. =q,.,,= 1, x=0 and y= l/2. 
We shall demonstrate now that from the viewpoint of measure theory, the 
previous inequality can be improved for a large set of intervals [x, y)C [O, 11. 
Namely, the mean value of the Koksma integral can be written in the following 
form. 
THEOREM 2 
2. jj dxdyjk’$(x,y,a)da=+ i 1. 
05xsyr I 0 m,n=l 
4m=4n 
PROOF. For the remainder function RN(x) of any ON we have [4] 
oSJ~y5, (RN(Y)-RN(x))‘~X~~=~R~(X)~X-_(~R~\~(~)~X)I 
0 
= _& *t, i / z e2nihxn I 2. 
“=I 
The rest follows from 
i 
e2nih(a- b)n da = 
0, for a#b, 
0 1, for a=b, 
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and from 
j$=$ 
To obtain an information about the efficiency of (3) we look for the value 
N=2 in Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY2 
+ mW(ay}, {bx}) - max((ax}, (b-4) 
+ min<{a_d9 {by)) - min({ax}, (b~}))dxdy 
0, for a#b, 
= 
i 4, for a=b, 
holds for all positive integers a and b. 
Along the same lines, upon the restriction of the set of intervals [x,y)C [0, l] 
to [0, y)C [0, I], it can be shown that 
and 
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